The ONLY entrance to be used for both drop-off and pick-up is Alemany Drive off Rinaldi Street at the north end of campus. The traffic flow patterns for morning and afternoon are shown in the diagrams below. There is NO drop-off or pick-up in the lot adjacent to the Alumni Hall, in the Circle and the Mission entrances).

Parents & Guardians are expected to follow the signs and directions of the school traffic staff to make the system work smoothly.

The school recommends that students arrive at least 15 minutes before the start of school to minimize delays and to avoid being tardy to class. Students should not be dropped off before 6:45 a.m. and must be picked up by 5:00 p.m. unless they are under direct supervision of a teacher or coach. No supervision is provided outside those times. We thank you for your cooperation.

AM Drop-off

Note:
Student Drivers are reminded to use ONLY San Fernando Mission Blvd. for entering and exiting the Campus.

No Parents can enter the San Fernando Mission gate only faculty, staff, and student drivers.

PM Pick-up

Note:
Student Drivers are reminded to use ONLY San Fernando Mission Blvd. for entering and exiting the Campus.

No Parents can enter the San Fernando Mission gate only faculty, staff, and student drivers.